
For more than 125 years, LOTH has created smarter workplaces that help solve 
customers’ business issues. We bring together the best strategies, products 
and services that help people work more effectively, today and tomorrow.
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LOTH and Nationwide Children’s Hospital has long-standing partnership and we were honored to be 
involved in their new build, the Livingston Ambulatory Center. The six-story facility houses ambulatory 
clinics; associated faculty offices and staff support space; central registration, reception and waiting areas; 
storage; ancillary support, MEP, IT; and related offices, service, and support spaces.
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         The panels were lowered in administrative areas, promoting collaboration in team spaces. 
Additionally, touchdown spaces are used as alternate places to work giving faculty choice and control 
over their environment, with an array of postures to choose from.
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Colorful Cafe Area Overlooking Downtown

Faculty members were made part of the design process, 
allowing them to partake in user group meetings and voice 
their needs within the space.

Team spaces on the clinic floors allow for collaboration amongst 
the department, with quick access to patients in dual sided 
exam rooms, while still providing privacy to complete tasks.

A holistic solution now exists for this space that was successful in administrative, waiting, exam and public spaces throughout the 
facility that maintained and promoted the brand of Nationwide Children’s Hospital.

To learn more about this project, visit www.lothinc.com/nch-lac
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